Management briefing

Planning for uncertainties
across all time horizons
Do your plans effectively address the unique complexity
and unpredictability of the oil & gas industry?
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Oil & Gas is a very capital intensive industry. Building plants, developing reserves and buying
new equipment are so costly that often even the largest companies in the world have to enter
joint ventures because they cannot afford to do them on their own. Operational and production
planning decisions can cost, save or make enormous amounts of money. Obviously, making
the best decisions is key to a company’s survival and success.

Why oil & gas planning
is challenging
Planning for oil & gas means simultaneously planning
for several potential scenarios, all of them uncertain.
It is an industry which is vulnerable to change – from
political or economic upheaval to new technology or
legislation, from natural disasters to human error or
equipment breakdowns.
Planning solutions in oil & gas must not only solve a
small part of the planning puzzle but must consider
the effect that an ‘isolated’ decision would have
at various points along the value chain. They must
consider more than one time horizon or planning

level. And they must optimize for all of the industry’s
top priorities.
Plans must not be made for specific scenarios. Similarly,
assumptions that everything will go as planned, must
not be made. While certain plans may result in a
profitable solution at one point in time, it takes just one
event to drastically change the equation: a late delivery,
mechanical failure, or a change in requirements. With
hardly any time to redraw the plan, what is profitable is
often thrown out in favor of what is immediately feasible.
The result? The company loses money.
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A solution
to fit the puzzle

Planning for the
present and the future

The Oil & Gas industry needs a solution that is
equipped to handle the complexity of its puzzles.
This means an integrated supply chain planning and
optimization (SCP&O) solution that considers all
processes involved within the value chain. It connects
the different planning levels and optimizes for cost,
risk and sustainability. It allows for the easy sharing of
experience and transfer of information.

Scenario-based planning is the secret to making the
best decisions in the Oil & Gas industry. By planning for
different scenarios, it is no longer necessary to know
with absolute certainty what the future is going to bring
in terms of demand patterns, prices, new legislation or
new technology. The solution just needs to be told what
could happen.

It plans for every possible scenario and is flexible
enough to keep up with the industry’s changing
landscape.

Once all the scenarios, KPIs and constraints are entered
into the solution, sophisticated SCP&O algorithms are
able to instantly provide best plans, whether these are
needed for the distant or immediate future.
Integration between horizons allows for up-to-theminute information to be shared between operations
and processes to optimize for all timelines and across
the value chain.
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Planning solutions
for all horizons
SCP&O solutions make it possible
for Oil & Gas companies to make
the best decisions across all
planning levels.

Exploration

Yearly/Years
ahead

(Strategic planning,
Annual delivery
planning)

Monthly/Months
ahead

(Supply planning,
Sales and operations
planning)

Weekly/Days
ahead

(Production planning)

Daily/Hours
ahead
(Scheduling)

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Production

Which reserves to develop
Project planning, budgets
and forecasts
Equipment and workforce
requirements

•

Project scheduling
Equipment requirements
and maintenance
Staffing

•

Equipment utilization
Job assignment

•

•
•

•
•

•

Building of new production
facilities
Annual delivery plans (ADP)
Plant maintenance

Production plans
Spot cargoes
ADP maintenance

Production optimization
Well optimization

Transportation
•
•
•

•
•

Reassigning tasks

•
•

Production scheduling
Off-take co-ordination

Vessel purchasing
and chartering
Pipeline building and leasing
Rail car purchasing and
leasing

•

Cargo planning
Vessel chartering

•

•
•

•

Distribution

Buying or selling
refineries
Building or upgrading
refineries
Turnaround planning

•

Feedstock purchase
Production rates

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Refining & Petrochemicals

•
•
•

Fleet management
Rail car and train assignation
Pipeline batching

•

Jetty scheduling
Pipeline scheduling
Rail car scheduling

•

•
•

•
•

Crude blends
Unit operating parameters
Product blends

•

Receiving and blending
crudes
Operations scheduling
Blending and shipping
products

•
•

Marketing

Demand forecasting
Gas station location
Exchange agreements

Terminal and
warehouse location
Network investments
Annual contracts

•

Primary distribution
planning
Secondary
distribution planning

•

Primary logistics
scheduling

•
•

Demand forecasting
Pricing

Truck routing
Inventory management

•

Stock replenishment

•
•

•
•

Product sales and purchases
Component sales and
purchases
Exchanges
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Planning for
the best possible
outcome
With an SCP&O solution, planning levels are integrated.
This makes it possible for information from longerterm plans to be used as input for shorter-term
plans and scheduling. In addition, up-to-the-moment
feedback to the long-term planners plays a key role
when the short-term plan or schedule changes.
While Oil & Gas companies have little or no control over
the numerous changes that affect their industry, there
are always some decisions that are better than others.
In an industry where decisions involve great risk and
cost, staying competitive rests on the ability to make
that best decisions at every time horizon.
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